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Abstract— Research of load carriage effect on center of
mass(CoM) behavior during human and robot locomotion has
been driven by the prevalence of everyday tasks requiring load
bearing or transfer. More recently, this has been accentuated in
the design of exoskeletons and military backpack systems aimed
at assisting with weighty load handling. Despite this importance,
complicated body dynamics has stymied the study of CoM and
locomotion behaviors that arise under heavy load carrying.
Current approaches have focused mostly on force sensor use,
video motion analysis or accelerometer data, constraining the
methods to expensive and clumsy external sensors. In this work,
a direct and accessible geometric approach is used and extended
to produce CoM estimates of natural walking locomotion with
carried loads over rough planar terrains. The approach makes
use of an Optimized Geometric Hermite(OGH) curve and
relies only on essential body kinematic knowledge, the terrain
geometry, and load weight information. To validate the accuracy
of the approach, comparisons using motion capture video of
human subjects were performed. The results demonstrate an
accurate estimate of the CoM position path and behavior during
loaded natural walking over rough planar terrains.

I. INTRODUCTION

Manual load carriage has been employed since the earliest
of times to construct dwellings, fortifications or as in the
ancient Maya, ceremonial pyramid structures [1]. Recently,
interest in load carriage has grown due to its importance in
operating in complex environments. These inevitably involve
performing actions that alter the physical nature of the
medium, interactions which usually take the form of object
manipulation and transfer. Frequently the objects must be
carried on the back and involve heavy loads that place
tremendous strain on the body and modify its behavior.
Such behavior alterations are observed in military training
where soldiers must carry heavy equipment loads leading to
spatialtemporal changes in posture and gait [2] [3]. These
physiological effects, e.g., trunk inclination and increased
stride frequency [4], provide insight that can be used to
study the biomechanical mechanisms influenced during load
carriage. Of these, the CoM constitues the chief element
since it describes the overall behavior of the system with
regards to motion performance and stability. Thus, methods
have been developed to understand load carriage influence
on the CoM so as to mitigate its effects.

The most common approach uses force sensors to measure
CoM response during load carriage. Devices such as those
in [5]–[7] form an insole force sensory system built into
footwear to measure ground reaction forces and variations in
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center of pressure(CoP) under loads. These then form part
of an exoskeleton-footwear framework able to detect weight
variations and trigger assistive forces to help during load han-
dling, such as the force and IMU based exoshoe [8] and the
rehabilitation exoskeleton Ekso [9]. Naturally, such systems
are expensive to build and operate and are encumbered by
the large number of sensors needed as well as the lengthy
subject specific customization required.

To alleviate force sensor dependency, additional ap-
proaches have been developed. In [10], single external force
plates were used to investigate CoP response under loads,
while CoM behavior for soldier combat loads was measured
in [11]. However, the use of external force plates limits
employment, causing neglection of ambulatory CoM motion
and confining the studies to standing postures.

Additional hybrid approaches have attempted to fuse
various sensors to reduce cost and extend portability. The
authors of [12] combined insole force sensors, accelerom-
eter readings and video motion analysis to estimate CoM
trajectories, while mathematical models were developed in
[13] to estimate CoM behavior during walking based on
accelerometer data. However, the increased portability of the
approaches was offset by the sheer number of sensors used,
e.g., the 128 insole force sensors deployed in [12]. Recently,
body segmental type approaches [14]–[16] using novel visual
systems have returned to the forefront. A Wii Kinect and
balance board was used in [17] [18] for CoM estimation,
while digitization of the human body using a 3D scanner
was performed in [19]. Clearly, to generate ambulatory
CoM estimates, these methods must perform continuous data
gathering, a consequence which restricts these techniques to
controlled environments. Additionally, although the number
of sensors used has decreased, the sensors have remained
expensive and non-readily available. Indeed, the general
reliance on cost prohibitive and cumbersome sensors confines
the methods discussed above to mostly laboratory settings
and limits their usage and versatility.

The research presented in this paper continues and extends
the geometric approach for CoM estimation described in
[20] to include load carriage. The method shirks the use
of video and force sensors and relies instead on essential
terrain and body kinematic knowledge to develop a model
that yields accurate natural walking CoM estimates. This
paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief
review of the approach, while Section III extends the method
to accommodate load carriage. Lastly, Section IV presents
human cross validation results before discussing comparisons
of the CoM estimate and describing its accurateness.



II. OVERVIEW OF METHOD

The geometric approach was first presented in [20] and
described a straightforward alternative for CoM estimation
in rough planar terrains based on a triangular formulation of
locomotion behavior. The method considered sequential step
CoP locations and subject leg length b as forming a moving
and varying isosceles triangle whose height h provides
information regarding the CoM vertical displacement ∆comz .
This displacement occurs when ensuing steps are performed
and encapsulates intermediary CoM behavior between steps.
Specifically, CoM behavior during double support phases is
characterized through virtual steps, which are nonphysical
points(xvs, zvs) in the terrain connecting CoM behavior
between single step phases. This is shown in Fig. 1 where
d is the distance from the hip joint center to the subject’s
upright CoM [14] [15], a is the distance between CoPs and
(xvs, zvs) is the virtual step location. Thus, by creating these
intermediate points, step-to-step CoM behavior is captured to
produce the complete CoM estimate through the terrain.

The real and derived virtual steps are used to compute apex
angles which are tangent vectors directly above steps (real
and virtual) and qualify the direction of motion of the CoM
at those points. Thus, virtual step and real CoP locations
along with their associated apex angles define an alternating
sequence of points and tangents in the terrain that chronicle
the complete CoM behavior through the environment. The
final CoM estimate is then piecewise constructed using the
above information, the subject’s kinematic constraints, and
OGH curves with minimum curvature and strain energy(SE).
Algorithm 1 provides the full procedure where the kinematic
constraints zmin and zmax represent the space of viable
positions for a specific body and are drawn from body
anthropomorphic data, S is the alternating sequence of real
and virtual step locations, and initial CoM position is set to
the subject’s upright CoM. For full details see [20].

Fig. 1: Sagittal plane view of geometric representation.

Algorithm 1: CoM Path Construction
Input:
Steps S={(x1, z1) . . . (xn, zn)}
Apex angles {θ1 . . . θn}
Constraints zmin and zmax

Initial CoM position (x1, pcomz init)
for i = 2 to n do

for pcomz
= (zmin + zi) to (zmax + zi) do

1. Generate OGH curve with minimum curvature
using (x1, pcomz init

), θ1 to (xi, pcomz
), θi

2. If OGH curve violates CoM lower bound
threshold, reject curve
3. pcomz = pcomz + 0.01m

end for
a. Select endpoint (xi, pcomz

) corresponding to curve
G` with minimum (SE) among all curves generated.
b. Set CoM path to G`

c. x1 = xi, pcomz init = pcomz , θ1 = θi
end for
return Complete CoM path, the piecewise composition
of each curve G`.

III. LOAD CARRIAGE EFFECT

To encompass load carriage effect on CoM behavior, ex-
tensions to the geometric approach had to be performed that
accurately described CoM behavior during loaded natural
walking but that maintained the method’s independence on
force or video sensors. Thus, additional geometric relation-
ships were needed between the added weight, the terrain,
and the subject’s kinematic constraints that characterized the
resultant behavior.

Recent work in [21] has provided further insight into
the mechanics and energetics of loaded walking. The ex-
perimental data presented showed that 1) mechanical work
performed on the body’s CoM and 2) the metabolic energy
expended, both increased approximately linearly with added
load mass. In light of these results, the work presented in
this paper also hypothesized a linear relationship between the
added load and the triangular formulation of the geometric
approach. Specifically, the observation drawn here is that the
execution of steps during load carriage affects the interme-
diate dip between steps that is discerned during locomotion.
This dip or vertical displacement ∆comz

in the CoM was
previously described using virtual steps and was a function
of subject leg length and the distance a between step CoP
locations. Therefore, it is possible to model the CoM vertical
displacement during load carriage with an equivalent CoM
displacement produced using an updated value for a. This
model is shown graphically in Fig. 2 for a loaded upward
step with its equivalent representation under the geometric
approach using an increased value for a, the distance between
sequential step CoPs. Note that treatment of load carriage
effect on CoM displacement in this manner maintains the
fundamental character of the geometric approach and avoids
the introduction of force or video sensors.



Fig. 2: The vertical CoM displacement during a loaded
step(middle) and its equivalent geometric representation with
longer stride(right).

A. Load Virtual Step Model

As previously discussed in Section II, virtual steps are im-
material points in the terrain describing CoM behavior during
double support phases and are composed of both sagittal
and vertical components (xvs, zvs). The vertical value zvs
is derived directly from the CoM vertical displacement and
depends on subject kinematics and the distance between
step CoP locations a. However, to incorporate load carriage
effect into this model, it is necessary to modify zvs. Because
zvs depends on the CoM vertical displacement ∆comz

, this
is accomplished by updating the value of a such that the
resultant dip in vertical CoM location during load carriage
is accurately modeled as was shown in Fig. 2.

Returning to Fig. 1, in [20] an isosceles geometric rep-
resentation was used to find the vertical component zivs of
the ith virtual step between adjacent CoPs. This was done
by calculating the vertical CoM displacement ∆ij

comz
which

is the distance between the location of the CoM during
the upright standing posture and its location during the
performance of a step. The CoM height value hij during step
locomotion is derived from the triangular formulation and is
a function of a, the distance between sequential step CoP
locations (xcopi

, zcopi
) and (xcopj

, zcopj
) and the subject’s

leg length b. Thus, the vertical displacement is calculated as:

∆ij
comz

= (b+ d)− (hij + d) (1)

Using the Pythagorean theorem and expanding terms this
reduces to

∆ij
comz

= b−
√
b2 − a2

4
(2)

The final value for zivs of the ith virtual step is chosen as

zivs = min(zcopi , zcopj )−∆ij
comz

(3)

Note that a = (xcopj
−xcopi

), the distance between sagittal
CoP locations and that ∆ij

comz
depends on a (Equation 2).

Perforce, by appropriately choosing a, the equivalent load
carriage effect on CoM behavior(Fig. 2) can be produced.
This is achieved by developing a relationship between the
added weight and the new value for a.

Treatment of load carriage effect on locomotion behavior
was performed by considering three walking patterns: 1)
planar 2) downward and 3) upward. Upward walking was
observed to be most adversely affected by load carriage due
greater energy expenditure caused by lifting weights onto
higher surfaces. For planar walking, the procedure outlined
in [20] was used to find the vertical component zivs of virtual
steps while for downward walking, the observed effects
depended mostly on height differences in terrain during
descent. Therefore, for downward loaded walking, Equation
2 was used but weighted by a factor describing the effect of
height descent on the kinematic body, namely:

∆ij
comz

= ∆ij
comz

(
1 +

∆z

b

)
∆z ≤ 0.7b (4)

where ∆z = |(zcopj−zcopi)| is the height difference between
step CoPs and b is the subject leg length. After calculating
the new vertical displacement, the virtual step zivs value is
found as normal using Equation 3.

For upward steps, ∆ij
comz

was found by considering the
added weight, the subject’s kinematic properties and the
height difference between adjacent step CoPs. These factors
were observed to have considerable affect on selection of
a′, the equivalent step CoP distance to model load carriage
behavior. Thus, given a load mass m, a kinematic body with
mass M , subject leg length b and step CoP height difference
∆z, the equivalent stride distance a′ is defined as:

a′ = a+

(
1 +

∆z

b

)(
m

M

)
∆z ≤ 0.7b, m ≤ 0.3M (5)

Consequently, when a loaded upward step is performed, it
is treated using its analogue geometric representation with
longer stride a′, and it is this value that is used in place of a
in Equation 2 to find the vertical displacement. The final zivs
is calculated as always using Equation 3. In this manner, zivs
is determined for all virtual steps ensuring an accurate model
of load carriage effect on natural walking CoM behavior.

As a final note, it is important to observe that the pro-
cess for finding the sagittal value xivs of virtual steps and
the step(real and virtual) apex angles remains unchanged
from that depicted in [20]. Additionally, the method for
constructing the final CoM estimate is identical and involves
applying Algorithm 1. Only the CoM double support phase
behavior has been altered via the new virtual step calculation.
However, the change in virtual step vertical displacement
has a ripple effect on apex angle and OGH curve generation
that establishes fidelity of the CoM estimate produced by
Algorithm 1 to the observed behavior through the terrain.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup and Data Collected

Four subjects were asked to traverse two different terrains
consisting of planar obstacles of varying heights while sup-
porting loads of 7.26kg and 14.5kg on their back. The loads
were carried by an adjustable weighted vest (CAP Barbell)
with standard shoulder straps and hip belt and secured tightly



Fig. 3: Sagittal snapshots of human traversal through terrain.

TABLE I:
Subject Characteristics Data.

Subject Gender Height Weight

1 F 1.68m 59kg
2 M 1.72m 65kg
3 M 1.75m 80kg
4 M 1.88m 93kg

to minimize movement. The vest allows weights to be carried
firmly on the back in increments of 1.815kg through the
addition of weight pods. Kinematic data on subject traversals
was obtained using Matlab and video motion analysis with
the camera positioned suitably far to ensure pure planar
recordings with minimal lens distortion. Video data was
recorded at 30 frames per seconds but to facilitate data
processing, only every 3rd frame was used. The complete
load carriage CoM for subject traversals was calculated using
a vectorial weighted sum of the CoM locations and relative
masses of 14 body segments [15] [16] and 1 vest component.
The 14 body segment markers used were: 1 for the head
(head and neck), 1 for the torso (chest, abdomen, and pelvis),
and 1 on each hand, forearm, upper arm, foot, shank, and
thigh. The vest marker was placed at the approximate CoM
location of the vest with the added weight. The resultant data
was processed with Matlab and the cftool used to compute
an accurate fit to the data. Lastly, each step’s supporting
contact point pcopk

was procured with Matlab using ginput
and originally taken as the midpoint of the foot’s contact
surface. An example human traversal is shown in Fig. 3 with
subject attributes recorded in Table I.

B. Cross-validation

CoM estimates were produced using the extended geo-
metric approach for all subjects, terrains and load quantities
for a total of 16 trials. The generated estimates included
a ±5cm sagittal adjustment to pcopk

. This adjustment was
observed to yield stronger correlations with the measured
results and is a valid rectification considering flexible foot
tissues and joints that perpetually shift the foot CoP and
prevent direct treatment of pcopk

using the video motion
capture approach. Geometric estimates were generated for all

trials and compared with their corresponding video motion
capture data (measured). Table II provides the root mean
squared error (rmse) of vertical CoM position between the
estimated and measured paths while Fig. 4 and 5 show the
CoM path results (measured and estimated) for subject 1
trials and Fig. 6 and 7 show the results for subject 3 trials.
The results demonstrate accurate modeling of load carriage
effect on natural walking CoM behavior for all subjects over
both terrains. Indeed, the overall rmse for terrains 1 and 2
was 0.0409m and 0.0404m respectively, showing comparable
behavior in the generated CoM path esitmates. The results
are notable given the variations in carried loads, subject
heights and weights, and step sequences performed (e.g. the
6 step walking sequence with 7.26kg carried load in Fig. 4
(left) and the 7 step walking sequence with 14.5kg carried
load in Fig. 5 (right)). Despite these variations, the extended
geometric approach properly modeled load carriage, terrain
geometry and kinematic information to produce accurate
natural walking load carriage CoM estimates.

TABLE II:
RMSE Est. vs Measured CoM Vertical Position

Subject Terrain 1 Terrain 2

7.26kg 14.5kg 7.26kg 14.5kg
1 0.0380m 0.0419m 0.0274m 0.0272m
2 0.0542m 0.0415m 0.0463m 0.0383m
3 0.0362m 0.0425m 0.0415m 0.0354m
4 0.0402m 0.0330m 0.0447m 0.0626m

avg rmse 0.0421m 0.0397m 0.0400m 0.0409m

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a load carriage extension to the
geometric approach for CoM estimation by developing a
relationship between load carriage effect and virtual step
vertical displacement. Load carriage CoM behavior was
integrated into the model through a revamp of virtual step
(double support phase) CoM behavior through an equiv-
alent geometric model using protracted stride length. The
extension produced accurate natural walking CoM estimates
through rough planar terrains by constructing CoM estimates
using OGH curves with minimim curvature and SE that
relied solely on terrain geometry, essential body kinematic
and load quantity information. In this manner, the method
sidestepped the heavy sensor use of related approaches and
provides an attractive choice for efficient CoM estimation.

Comparisons were performed with human traversal data
carrying various loads and yielded favorable rmse validat-
ing the method’s CoM estimates. The auspicious results
are encouraging, however, several areas remain open for
investigation. These include consideration of sloped terrains,
3D environments and lateral motions, as well as jumping
and running behaviors. Additionally, load carriage effects
at different locations, e.g. frontal load transport, might be
considered. Incorporation of these elements could widen the
scope and power of the approach increasing its flexibility
and expanding its application.



Fig. 4: Subject 1 performing 6 step loaded walking sequences through terrain 1 while carrying 7.26kg(left )and 14.5kg(right).
The rmse of estimated versus measured CoM for each is 0.0380m and 0.0419m respectively.

Fig. 5: Subject 1 performing 7 step loaded walking sequences through terrain 2 while carrying 7.26kg(left )and 14.5kg(right).
The rmse of estimated versus measured CoM for each is 0.0274m and 0.0272m respectively.

Fig. 6: Subject 3 performing 5 step loaded walking sequences through terrain 1 while carrying 7.26kg(left )and 14.5kg(right).
The rmse of estimated versus measured CoM for each is 0.0362m and 0.0425m respectively.



Fig. 7: Subject 3 performing 5 step loaded walking sequences through terrain 2 while carrying 7.26kg(left )and 14.5kg(right).
The rmse of estimated versus measured CoM for each is 0.0415m and 0.0354m respectively.
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